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Entertainment Systems. Auxiliary input jack. USB port. Satellite radio information. Family
entertainment system. Navigation system. Climate Controls. Heater only. Manual heating and air
conditioning. Dual automatic temperature control. Turn signal control. Bulb replacement. Driver
Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Upfitter controls. Moon
roof. Owners Guide, 2nd Printing. USA fus. Previous Page. Next Page. Ford Bronco Owner's
Manual pages. Ford Wrecker Towing Manual 6 pages. Ford fusion hybrid automobile owner's
manual pages. Page 3 Ford Motor Company. Ford may change the contents without notice and
without incurring obligation. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by
reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the
safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are
contained in comments highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. These comments should be
read and observed. See www. In addition, ambulance Page 8 In order to properly diagnose and
service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities
may Ford strongly recommends that drivers use extreme caution when using any device that
may take their focus off the road. A market unique supplement may be supplied that
complements this book. Page 12 Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on
your vehicle. Page 15 Instrument Cluster bulbs work. If any light remains on after starting the
vehicle, refer to the respective system warning light description for additional information. Note:
Some warning lights are reconfigurable telltale RTT indicator lights and will illuminate in the
message center. These lights function the same as the other warning lights. Page 16 Instrument
Cluster by applying the parking brake when the ignition is turned to the on position. If the brake
system warning light does not illuminate at this time, seek service immediately from your
authorized dealer. Illumination after releasing the parking brake indicates low brake fluid level
and the brake system should be inspected immediately by your servicing authorized dealer.
Page 17 Instrument Cluster Low tire pressure warning if equipped : Illuminates when your tire
pressure is low. If the light remains on at start up or while driving, the tire pressure should be
checked. Refer to Inflating your tires in the Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter. Stop the vehicle
as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let it cool. Refer to Engine coolant in the
Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Page 19 Instrument Cluster Anti-theft system: Flashes
when the SecuriLock passive anti-theft system has been activated. Speed control if equipped :
Illuminates when the speed control is activated. Turns off when the speed control system is
deactivated. Turn signal: Illuminates when the left or right turn signal or the hazard lights are
turned on. If the warning remains on after the parking brake is off, contact your authorized
dealer as soon as possible. Page 21 Instrument Cluster Standard instrument cluster
Harley-Davidson instrument cluster Engine coolant temperature gauge: Indicates engine
coolant temperature. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as
soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 22 Instrument
Cluster Trip odometer: Registers the miles kilometers of individual journeys. Press the stem
again to select Trip A and Trip B features. Page 23 Instrument Cluster Engine oil pressure
gauge: Indicates engine oil pressure. If the needle falls below the normal range, stop the
vehicle, turn off the engine and check the engine oil level. Page Message Center Instrument
Cluster Yellow areaâ€” the transmission fluid is higher than normal operating temperature. This
can be caused by special operating conditions i. Refer to Special operating conditions in the
scheduled maintenance information for instructions. Operating the transmission for extended
periods of time with the gauge in the yellow area may cause internal transmission damage.
Remember to turn the ignition off when refueling to allow this feature to correctly detect the
added fuel. Page 28 Instrument Cluster In the event of a multiple warning situation, the message
center will cycle the display to show all warnings by displaying each one for four seconds. The
message center will display the last selected feature if there are no more warning messages.
Refer to Trailer towing in the Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter for more information. Page 30
Instrument Cluster OK TO DRIVE Diesel engine only â€” Displayed when the time counter has
reached 0 zero and the engine is sufficiently warm enough to drive in extremely cold weather
refer to the engine warming please wait message description mentioned previously. Refer to
your Power Stroke 6. The message center display is located in the instrument cluster. Page 33
Instrument Cluster XX. Page 35 Instrument Cluster 2. Page 36 Instrument Cluster conditions. If
the compass still appears to be inaccurate, a manual calibration may be necessary. Most
geographic areas zones have a magnetic north compass point that varies slightly from the
northerly direction on maps. This variation is four degrees between adjacent zones and will
become noticeable as the vehicle crosses multiple zones. Page 37 Instrument Cluster 9. The
compass is now calibrated. Refer to Brake fluid in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter.

The diesel engine shutdown is a regulatory requirement which may be required of a particular
diesel vehicle for sale in states requiring this feature. Page 43 Entertainment Systems 2. SEEK
to adjust between the left and right speakers. Check with your authorized dealer for availability.
Press to cycle through the saved songs. When the song title appears in the display that you
would like to delete, press OK. The song will appear in the display for confirmation. Radio
volume automatically gets louder with increasing vehicle speed to compensate for road and
wind noise. Page 48 Entertainment Systems 5. If a specific category is selected, Jazz, Rock,
News, etc. Page 49 Entertainment Systems 8. Page 50 Entertainment Systems In satellite radio
mode if equipped , press and hold to hear a brief sampling of the next channels. Press again to
stop. For further information, please refer to supplemental information on SYNC included with
your vehicle. Page 53 Entertainment Systems song appears in the display that you would like to
delete, press OK. Page 57 Entertainment Systems The auxiliary input jack, located on the
instrument panel below the power point, provides a way to connect your portable music player
to the in-vehicle audio system. This allows the audio from a portable music player to be played
through the vehicle speakers with high fidelity. This feature allows you to plug in media playing
devices, memory sticks, and also to charge devices if they support this feature. Page 62 CD
units are designed to play commercially pressed 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Do not use any irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached.
Page 63 Entertainment Systems CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not be
inserted into the CD player as the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. It is
recommended that homemade CDs be identified with permanent felt tip marker rather than
adhesive labels. While various. Page 65 Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to change,
rearrange, add or delete programming including canceling, moving or adding particular
channels, and its prices, at any time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall
not be responsible for any such programming changes. This than two seconds to message
should disappear produce audio for shortly. To ensure proper disc operation, check the disc for
finger prints and scratches. Clean the disc with a soft cloth, wiping from the center to the edge.
Page 70 Entertainment Systems 3. Note: If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system,
when a disc is inserted, the DVD system will automatically switch to dual-play mode; Page 71
Entertainment Systems 5. If your auxiliary source does not have a video signal, or if the DVD
system does not detect a video signal from the auxiliary source, the screen will remain black.
Press the power control on the earpiece to turn the headphones ON. Page 74 Entertainment
Systems Fast forward : Press and release for the next chapter or track. If a disc is present, it will
resume or begin to play. You can also press the 2 and 4 memory preset buttons on the audio
system at the same time to perform the same function. Page 76 Entertainment Systems Remote
control Unless otherwise stated, all operations can be carried out with the remote control.
Always point the remote control directly at the player. Ensure that there are no obstructions
between the remote and player. Page 77 Entertainment Systems 7. When in Dual Play, press to
increase or decrease the volume for the wired headphones. Wireless headphone volume is
controlled with the rotary dial on the right ear piece. Page 78 Entertainment Systems Battery
replacement Batteries are supplied with the remote control unit. Using headphones may prevent
the driver from hearing audible warnings such as horns or emergency sirens, which could
result in a crash causing serious injury. Give your full attention to driving and to the road. Page
80 Entertainment Systems To install the batteries, remove the screw at the bottom of the cover.
Then, lightly press down on top and slide the cover off. When replacing the batteries, use two
new batteries alkaline recommended and install them with the correct orientation as indicated in
the battery housing. A red indicator light will illuminate indicating the headphones are ON. If
wired headphones or auxiliary systems are used, children may become entangled in the cords
and seriously injure themselves. Page 83 Entertainment Systems Single Play: Single play
consists of all occupants in the vehicle listening to the same playing media over the front and
rear speakers. ZOOM 2. ANGLE 3. The system default is WIDE This is disc dependent. Ensure
that the vehicle is on or the ignition is in accessory mode. Page 88 Entertainment Systems 4.
The folder, track and elapsed time will appear in the status bar. Due to technical incompatibility,
certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in
Ford CD and DVD players. Page 90 Entertainment Systems 4. Press to stop or eject a DVD.
Press and release to go to the previous chapter. Press and hold for a fast reverse search. Press
and release to go to the next chapter. Page 91 Entertainment Systems 2. Press the right cursor
button. The DVD will advance one frame. Each press of the right cursor button will advance the
DVD video by one frame. Status messages will appear in the radio display showing the DVD
status. In Single Play mode, all speakers listen to the same media. In Dual Play mode, rear seat
passengers can use the infrared wireless, or wired not included headphones to listen to a

different playing media than the front seat passengers. Page 96 Entertainment Systems
Temperature extremes When the vehicle is parked under direct sunlight or in an extremely cold
place for a long period of time, wait until the cabin temperature of the vehicle is at normal
temperature before operating the system. Humidity and moisture condensation Moisture in the
air will condense in the DVD player under extremely humid conditions or when moving from a
cold place to a warm one. Fan speed adjustment: Controls the volume of air circulated in the
vehicle. Temperature selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Air flow
selections: Controls the direction of the airflow in the vehicle. Set the fan speed to the highest
setting. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows. To increase airflow
to the outer instrument panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the instrument
panel. Page Climate Controls 1. See the following for a brief description on each control.
Recirculated air may reduce the amount of time to cool down the interior of the vehicle and may
also help reduce undesired odors from reaching the interior of the vehicle. Recirculation can be
engaged manually in any other airflow selection except defrost. Move temperature control to full
cold. Set highest fan speed initially, then adjust to maintain comfort. Turns on the parking
lamps, instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on.
Autolamp control if equipped The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off
control of the exterior lights normally controlled by the headlamp control. Move the control to
the full upright position, past detent, to turn on the interior lamps. Page Lights To adjust the
headlamps: 1. Park your vehicle on a level surface about 25 feet 7. Check your headlamp
alignment at night or in a dark area so that you can see the headlamp beam pattern. Page Lights
5. Locate the vertical adjuster 2 for each headlamp. Adjust the aim by turning the adjuster
control either clockwise to adjust up or counterclockwise to adjust down. In addition to the
horizontal line marked in step 2, a pair of vertical lines 5 must be marked at the center line of the
headlamps on the wall or screen. Measure the height from the center of your headlamp
indicated by a 3. Page Lights Replacing exterior bulbs Check the operation of all the bulbs
frequently. Page Lights Replacing headlamp bulbs aerodynamic 1. Make sure that the
headlamps are off, then open the hood. Remove the bolts from the headlamp assembly. Pull the
assembly straight out disengaging two snap clips from the fender. Disconnect the electrical
connector by squeezing the release tab and pushing the connector forward, then pulling it
rearward. Pull the assembly straight out. Pull the assembly straight out disengaging the snap
clip. Make sure the headlamps are off. Remove the four screws and the lamp lens from lamp
assembly. Carefully pull the bulb straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Page
Lights Replacing front clearance and identification lamp bulbs 1. Remove the screw and lens
from the lamp assembly. Pull the bulb straight out of the socket. Install the bulb s in reverse
order. Replacing fog lamp bulbs if equipped 1. Speed dependent wipers: When the wiper control
is set on the intermittent settings, the speed of the wipers will automatically adjust with the
vehicle speed. Pull and hold the steering wheel release control toward you. Move the steering
up or down until you find the desired location. Release the steering wheel release control. This
will lock the steering wheel in position. Page Driver Controls Storage compartment if equipped
Press the release on the door to open the storage compartment. The storage compartment may
be used to secure sunglasses or a similar object and the front tab can be used for holding
tickets, paper, envelopes, etc. Under-seat storage Flip the rear seat cushion up to access the
rear under-seat storage area. See Seating in the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter for more
information. Press the switch completely down to the second detent and release quickly. The
window will open fully. Momentarily press the switch to any position to stop the window
operation. Page Driver Controls Accessory delay With accessory delay, the window switches
may be used for up to 10 minutes after the ignition switch is turned to the off position or until
either front door is opened. Rotate the control clockwise to adjust the right mirror and rotate the
control counterclockwise to adjust the left mirror. Move the control in the direction you wish to
tilt the mirror. Page Driver Controls Powerfold mirrors if equipped You can fold the side mirrors
simultaneously using the power mirror switch. To operate the powerfold mirrors: 1. Momentarily
pull the switch rearward to auto fold in. Page Driver Controls protect the motors from
overheating. Note: The powerfold mirrors are designed to operate while the vehicle is stationary
or traveling at moderate speeds. Memory mirrors if equipped This system allows automatic
positioning of the outside rearview mirrors. Press and hold the rocker control to adjust
accelerator and brake pedal toward you or away from you. Page Driver Controls Setting speed
control The controls for using your speed control are located on the steering wheel for your
convenience. Press the ON control and release 2. Accelerate to the desired speed. This will
automatically return the vehicle to the previously set speed. Note: When you turn off the speed
control or the ignition, your speed control set speed memory is erased. These switches will only
operate while the ignition is in the on position, whether the engine is running or not. Page Driver

Controls and release the control again to fully open. To stop the one-touch open feature, press
either the control again. Page Driver Controls current U. For more information, contact
HomeLink at: www. Retain the original transmitter for use in other vehicles as well as for future
programming procedures i. It is also suggested that upon the sale of the vehicle, the
programmed Homelink buttons be erased for security purposes, refer to Programming in this
section. Page Driver Controls 4. The name and color of the button may vary by manufacturer.
Note: There are 30 seconds in which to initiate Step 6. Activation will now occur for the trained
product garage door, gate operator, security system, entry door lock, or home or office lighting
etc. Lower the tailgate. Using a screwdriver, gently pry the spring clip on each connector past
the head of the support screw. Disconnect cable. Disconnect the other cable. Lift tailgate to a
degree angle from horizontal. Page Driver Controls 2. Open the latches to release the panels.
Rotate the panels toward the tailgate. Repeat Steps 1â€”3 for the other side of the bed extender.
Connect the two panels, then rotate both knobs a quarter-turn clockwise to secure the panels.
Ensure the latch rod is inserted into the tailgate hole and the locking pins on both sides are
engaged into their holes in the pick-up box. Reverse steps for storage of the bed extender.
Note: When the vehicle is in motion, ensure the locking pins and knobs are fully engaged. You
should always carry a second key with you in a safe place in case you require it in an
emergency. If your vehicle is equipped with the SecuriLock Passive Anti-theft system, your keys
are electronically coded to your vehicle; Page Locks and Security 5. Turn the ignition back to
the on position. The horn will chirp one time to confirm programming mode has been entered
and is active. The horn will chirp once if autolock was deactivated or twice one short and one
long chirp if autolock was activated. The childproof locks are located on rear edge of each rear
door and must be set separately for each door. If there are problems with the remote entry
system, make sure to take ALL remote entry transmitters with you to your Page Locks and
Security 2. Press and release again within three seconds to confirm that all the doors are closed
and locked. Note: The doors will lock again, the horn will chirp once, and the parking lamps will
illuminate once more. If any of the doors are not properly closed the horn will make two quick
chirps and the parking lamps will not flash. Page Locks and Security Deactivating the memory
feature To deactivate this feature: 1. Press and hold either memory 1 button or memory 2 button
for five seconds. Page Locks and Security Replacing lost remote entry transmitters If you would
like to have your remote entry transmitter reprogrammed because you lost one, or would like to
buy additional remote entry transmitters, you can either reprogram them yourself, or take all
remote entry transmitters to your authorized dealer for reprogramming. Page Locks and
Security Illuminated entry The interior lamps and parking lamps illuminate when the remote
entry system is used to unlock the door s. Page Locks and Security 4. Use of these systems
may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic
objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second
coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page Locks and Security
Anti-theft indicator The anti-theft indicator is located in the instrument cluster. Page Locks and
Security Programming spare keys A maximum of eight keys can be coded to your vehicle. Only
SecuriLock keys can be used. Page Locks and Security 6. To program additional new
unprogrammed key s , repeat Steps 1 through 5. Ensure that the seat is relatched into place. To
gain access to the storage compartment in your armrest, lift the latch to open the lid. The lid
cannot be opened in the upright position. Make sure that the seat is relatched into place. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints The control is located on the outboard side of the seat cushion.
Press front to raise or lower the front portion of the seat cushion. Press rear to raise or lower
the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the control to move the seat forward, backward, up
or down. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Heated seats if equipped The heated seat control
is located on the climate control panel. WARNING: Persons who are unable to feel pain to the
skin because of advanced age, chronic illness, diabetes, spinal cord injury, medication, alcohol
use, exhaustion, or other physical conditions, must exercise care when using the seat heater.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Push control to lower head restraint. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints To flip the seat cushion up, pull up on the lever located on the side of the seat
cushion to rotate the cushion up until it locks into a vertical storage position, gaining access to
the grocery hook located on the underside of the driver-side seat cushion. Pull up on the straps
located at the sides of the load floor, and rotate forward until resting on the carpet. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints WARNING: Each seating position in your vehicle has a specific
safety belt assembly which is made up of one buckle and one tongue that are designed to be
used as a pair. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. To unfasten, push the release button and
remove the tongue from the buckle. Vehicle sensitive mode Combination lap and shoulder belts
in normal retractor mode allow free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements and
locking in response to vehicle movement. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound.

Failure to replace the belt and retractor assembly could increase the risk of injury in collisions.
Failure to adjust the safety belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the seat belt and
increase the risk of injury in a collision. To adjust the shoulder belt height, push the button and
slide the height adjuster up or down. Pull the combination lap and shoulder belt from the
retractor so that the shoulder belt portion of the safety belt crosses your shoulder and chest.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Insert the tongue into the correct buckle the buckle closest
to the direction the tongue is coming from. To lengthen the belt, turn the tongue at a right angle
to the belt and pull across your lap until it reaches the buckle. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints The following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts All statistics
based on U. One-time disable Any time the safety belt is buckled and then unbuckled during an
ignition on cycle, the Belt-Minder will be disabled for that ignition cycle Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 3. Buckle then unbuckle the safety belt nine times at a moderate speed, ending with
the safety belt in the unbuckled state. Page WARNING: Front seating positions only: If seating
two adults and a child, Ford recommends properly restraining the child in the center front
seating position, but only if doing so will not interfere with driving the vehicle. This arrangement
provides lap and shoulder belt and airbag protection for adult occupants and an attachment
method for a child restraint. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The airbags inflate and deflate
rapidly upon activation. After airbag deployment, it is normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery
residue or smell the burnt propellant. This may consist of cornstarch, talcum powder to
lubricate the bag or sodium compounds e. Page Seating and Safety Restraints sensors , the
system wiring, the airbag system readiness light, the airbag back up power and the airbag
ignitors. Determining if the system is operational The SRS uses a readiness light in the
instrument cluster or a tone to indicate the condition of the system. Before driving, always look
at the face of the switch to be sure the switch is in the proper position in accordance with these
instructions and warnings. Rear facing infant seats should NEVER be placed in the front seats,
unless the passenger airbag is turned off. Always use safety belts and child restraints properly.
Medical condition. Page Child Restraints Recommendations for Safety Restraints are based on
probable child height, age and weight thresholds from NHTSA and other safety organizations or
are the minimum requirements of law. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Recommendations
for Safety Restraints for Children Recommended Child size, height, weight, or age restraint type
Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or Use a child safety toddlers less generally age four or
younger seat sometimes called an infant carrier, convertible seat, or toddler seat. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints training to ensure that all children ages 0 to 16 are properly restrained in
the correct restraint system. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children 12 and under should
be properly restrained in a rear seating position whenever possible. If all children cannot be
seated and restrained properly in a rear seating position, properly restrain the largest child in
the front seat. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt tongue into the proper
buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position
until Page There should be no more than one inch 2. In Canada, check with your local St. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Note: Although the child seat illustrated is a forward facing child
seat, the steps are the same for installing a rear facing child seat. Position the child safety seat
in the center seat. If you must use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move seat all the
way back. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle for
that seating positions until you hear a snap and feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is securely
latched to the buckle by pulling on the tongue. Page 2. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The
passenger seats of your vehicle may be equipped with built-in tether strap anchors located
behind the seats as described below. The tether anchors in your vehicle may be straps on the
seatback or an anchor bracket on the rear edge of the seat cushion or an anchor bracket
mounted to the body shell on the back panel. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Tether strap
attachment 1. Route the child safety seat tether strap over the back of the seat. For vehicles
with adjustable head restraints, route the tether strap under the head restraint and between the
head restraint posts, other wise route the tether strap over the top of the seatback. Page If the
safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision greatly
increases. If your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint
manufacturer recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. Tether strap attachment rear
SuperCab only There are three loops of webbing just above the back of the rear seat along the
bottom edge of the rear window in the SuperCab. Page Seating and Safety Restraints These
straps may be secured below the back of the seat with rubber bands. To access, reach below
the back of the seat and pull tether loop out of the rubber band securing it. Many tether straps
cannot be tightened if the tether strap is hooked to the loop directly behind the child seat. Page
To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety
seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Children and

booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps the lap belt low and snug
across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the shoulder belt to cross the
chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Ford Motor Company recommends that
all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints For proper care of soiled safety belts, refer to Interior in the Cleaning
chapter. WARNING: Failure to inspect and if necessary replace the safety belt assembly or child
restraint system under the above conditions could result in severe personal injuries in the event
of a collision. Utility vehicles and trucks are not designed for cornering at speeds as high as
passenger cars any more than low-slung sports cars are designed Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading Power is supplied to all four wheels through a transfer case or power transfer unit.
Information on transfer case operation and shifting procedures can be found in the Driving
chapter. Information on transfer case maintenance can be found in the Maintenance and
Specifications chapter. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading government
test course. The relative performance of tires depends upon the actual conditions of their use,
however, and may depart significantly from the norm due to variations in driving habits, service
practices, and differences in road characteristics and climate. Also referred to as DOT code.
Page Ford Motor Company. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as
automatic service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or
dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. The cold inflation
pressure should never be set lower than the recommended pressure on the Safety Compliance
Certification Label or Tire Label. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 7. Check the sidewalls to
make sure there are no gouges, cuts or bulges. Tire inflation information All tires with Steel
Carcass Plies if equipped : This type of tire utilizes steel cords in the sidewalls. As such, they
cannot be treated like normal light truck tires. TIRE CARE Inspecting your tires and wheel valve
stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and remove objects
such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading Improper or inadequate vehicle maintenance can cause tires to wear abnormally. Page
such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided
by Ford. Page The tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels are not designed to be used in
aftermarket wheels. The use of wheels or tires not recommended by Ford Motor Company may
affect the operation of your Tire Pressure Monitoring System if equipped. Note: If your tires
show uneven wear ask an authorized dealer to check for and correct any wheel misalignment,
tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved before tire rotation. We do not recommend
splitting up the dual rear wheels. The definitions of these items are listed below. Note that the
tire size, load index and speed rating for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not
required by federal law. Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type of tire. Note: The
temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this example. If your vehicle has tires
of a different size than the size indicated on the vehicle placard or tire inflation pressure label,
you should determine the proper tire inflation pressure for those tires. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading following two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This
device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired
operation. When you believe your system is not operating properly The main function of the Tire
Pressure Monitoring System is to warn you when your tires need air. Light Repair the damaged
road wheel and re-mount it on the vehicle to restore system functionality. Page Tires, Wheels
and Loading 3. Cycle the ignition to the on position with the engine off. Turn the hazard flashers
on then off 3 times. This must be accomplished within ten seconds. Use of any tire or wheel not
recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result
in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. If you
hear the chains rub or bang against your vehicle, stop and re-tighten the chains. Page Tires,
Wheels and Loading Payload â€” is the combined weight of cargo and passengers that the
vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer tongue load or king pin weight is also part of cargo
weight. The total load on each axle must never exceed its GAWR. GCWR Gross Combined
Weight Rating â€” is the maximum allowable weight of the vehicle and the loaded trailer â€”
including all cargo and passengers â€” Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1. If you and
your friend each weigh lb. No, you do not have enough cargo capacity to carry that much
weight. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading WARNING: Towing trailers beyond the maximum
tongue weight exceeds the limit of the towing system and could result in vehicle structural
damage, loss of vehicle control and personal injury. Weight-distributing hitch When hooking-up
a trailer using a load-equalizing hitch, always use the following procedure: 1. Page Tires,

Wheels and Loading cycle and when adjusting the gain. This message is also displayed during
manual activation without a trailer connected or when gain adjustments are made with no trailer
connected. Page Note: Your TBC can be diagnosed by your authorized dealer to determine
exactly which trailer fault has occurred; however, if the fault is with the trailer this diagnosis is
not covered under your Ford warranty. Ford is not responsible for warranty or performance of
the TBC due to misuse or customer installation. The speed control may shut off automatically
when you are towing on long, steep grades. This will also assist in transmission cooling. For
additional information, refer to Automatic transmission operation in the Driving chapter. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading equipped. Refer to Maintenance product specifications and
capacities in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter for the proper axle lubricant. Page
Recreational Towing Tires, Wheels and Loading Launching or retrieving a boat Disconnect the
wiring to the trailer before backing the trailer into the water. Reconnect the wiring to the trailer
after the trailer is removed from the water. Accessoryâ€” allows the electrical accessories such
as the radio to operate while the engine is not running. This position also unlocks the steering
wheel. Do not drive if you smell exhaust fumes. Important safety precautions When the engine
starts, the idle RPM runs faster to warm the engine. If the engine idle speed does not slow down
automatically, have the vehicle checked. Page Driving If starting a vehicle with a manual
transmission: 1. Make sure the parking brake is set. Push the clutch pedal to the floor. Some
warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the Instrument Cluster
chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. Page Driving Note: Cranking may be
stopped at any time by turning the key to the off position. After idling for a few seconds, release
the parking brake, apply the brake, shift into gear and drive. Note: If the engine does not start on
the first try, turn the key to the off position, wait 10 seconds and try Step 2 again. Use only an
extension cord that can be used outdoors, in cold temperatures, and is clearly marked Suitable
for Use with Outdoor Appliances. To clean them, use a dry cloth. Depending on the type of
factory installed equipment, your engine block heater system may consume anywhere between
watts or watts of power per hour. If the light does not illuminate during start up, remains on or
flashes, the ABS may be disabled and may need to be serviced. Even when the ABS is disabled,
normal braking is still effective. Page Traction Control Driving Pull the release lever to release
the parking brake. To prevent the pedal from releasing too quickly, place your left foot on the
service brake pedal, then slowly pull the release lever until the pedal slowly releases. Make sure
that the pedal is fully released. Page Driving be automatically disabled. Traction control
operation will resume when the vehicle is placed back into two-wheel drive mode. WARNING:
Aggressive driving in any road conditions can cause you to lose control of your vehicle
increasing the risk of severe personal injury or property damage. Page Driving If the power
steering system breaks down or if the engine is turned off , you can steer the vehicle manually,
but it takes more effort. Do not overload your vehicle and use extra precautions, such as driving
at slower speeds, avoiding abrupt steering changes and allowing for increased stopping
distance, when driving a heavily loaded vehicle. Over-loading or loading the vehicle improperly
can deteriorate handling capability and contribute to loss of vehicle control and vehicle rollover.
Turn the ignition to the off position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle.
WARNING: If the parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains
illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly. Page Driving the vehicle speed when
descending a hill, without the accelerator pedal being pressed. The amount of downshift
braking provided will vary based upon the amount the brake pedal is depressed. Page Driving
Do not rock the vehicle for more than a minute or damage to the transmission and tires may
occur, or the engine may overheat. Page Driving the redline area. Operating the engine beyond
the recommended speeds can cause severe engine damage. Apply the brake and shift into the
neutral position. Fully apply the parking brake, then shift into 1 First. Turn the ignition off. Page
Driving The RSS detects obstacles up to 6 feet 2 meters from the rear bumper with a decreased
coverage area at the outer corners of the bumper, refer to the figures for approximate zone
coverage areas. As you move closer to the obstacle, the rate of the tone increases. It adds
assistance to the driver while reversing or reverse parking the vehicle. Page Driving When
shifting out of R Reverse and into any other gear, the image will remain on for a few seconds
before it shuts off to assist in parking or trailer hookup. Page Driving Night time and dark area
use At night time or in dark areas, the camera system relies on the reverse lamp lighting to
produce an image. Therefore it is necessary that both reverse lamps are operating in order to
get a clear image in the dark. If either of the lamps are not operating, stop using the camera
system, at least in the dark, until the lamp s are replaced and functioning. Page Driving 4H 4x4
High â€” For winter and off-road conditions. Sends power to front and rear wheels. This mode is
not intended for use on dry pavement. N Neutral â€” Only used when towing the vehicle. Page
Driving 3. Move the transfer case shift lever through N Neutral directly to 4L 4x4 Low. Always

set the parking brake fully and turn off the ignition when leaving the vehicle. Disengagement of
the transfer case and front hubs may be delayed due to torque bind which is caused by driving
on dry hard surfaces or performing tight turns while using the 4x4 system. Hold the shift
conditions until the 4x4 LOW indicator light shuts off. Doing so will produce excessive noise,
increase tire wear and may damage drive components. Page Driving Do not rock the vehicle for
more than a few minutes or damage to the transmission and tires may occur or the engine may
overheat. The tires may fail and injure a passenger or bystander. Refer to Transmission fluid
temperature gauge in the Instrument Cluster chapter for transmission fluid temperature
information. Page Driving the driveline. Therefore, the vehicle is free to roll even if the automatic
transmission is in P Park or the manual transmission is in gear. Do not leave the vehicle
unattended with the transfer case in the N Neutral position. Page Ford Motor Company joins the
U. Page Driving Driving on hilly or sloping terrain Although natural obstacles may make it
necessary to travel diagonally up or down a hill or steep incline, you should always try to drive
straight up or straight down. Avoid driving crosswise or turning on steep slopes or hills. Page
Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high
load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover. Page Wet brakes do not stop the
vehicle as quickly as dry brakes. Installing the snowplow Page Driving sidewall. Tire air
pressure may require re-adjustment within these pressure limits to accommodate the additional
weight of the snowplow installation. Consult your authorized dealer for additional information.
See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. WARNING: Additional equipment such as snowplow
equipment may effect the performance of the airbag sensors increasing the risk of injury. This
program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Flasher Control
Assistance, call Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call If you need to
arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount for towing to the nearest dealership within 35 miles 56 km. To obtain reimbursement
information, U. After an accident, if the engine cranks but does not start, this switch may have
been activated. Blown fuses are identified by a broken wire within the fuse. Check the
appropriate fuses before replacing any electrical components. Note: Always replace a fuse with
one that has the specified amperage rating. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. To
remove the fuse panel cover, pull the panel toward you. When the clips of the panel disengage,
let the panel fall easily. Page Roadside Emergencies The fuses are coded as follows. WARNING:
To reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the power distribution box before
reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. If the battery has been disconnected and
reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Page
Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired.
Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Page Roadside Emergencies Stopping and securing the vehicle
WARNING: To help prevent the vehicle from moving when you change a tire, be sure the
parking brake is set, then block in both directions the wheel that is diagonally opposite to the
tire being changed. Page Roadside Emergencies 2. Attach the spare tire lock key A to the jack
handle B. Fully insert the jack handle with one extension through the bumper hole and into the
guide tube. The key and lock will engage with a slight push and counterclockwise turn. Pull far
enough off the road to avoid the danger of being hit when operating the jack or changing the
wheel. Page Roadside Emergencies Never use the front or rear differential as a jacking point. Do
not start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. Page Roadside Emergencies Insert the
jack handle into the pump linkage. Use an up-and-down motion with the jack handle to raise the
wheel completely off the ground. Remove the lug nuts with the lug wrench. Replace the flat tire
with the spare tire, making sure the valve stem is facing outward on all front an inboard rear
wheels. If replacing the outboard wheel, the valve stem must be facing inward. Reinstall the lug
nuts until the wheel is snug against the hub. Page Roadside Emergencies 10â€”lug nut torque
sequence Stow the flat tire. Note: Do not stow the Harley-Davidson flat tire and wheel using the
spare tire winch mechanism; store the flat in the bed of the truck. This improper installation may
appear and sound correct, but will not keep the ornament on the vehicle. Ornaments improperly
installed in this manner will fall off or become loose with minimal force or impact. Page
Roadside Emergencies 4. Be sure to install all the clips on the nuts over the flanges so that
there is an even gap all around and the retention clips are fully seated. Use only Ford
recommended replacement fasteners. It is important to follow the proper wheel mounting and
lug nut torque procedures. On all two-piece flat wheel nuts, apply one drop of motor oil between
the flat washer and the nut. If there is visible corrosion in wheel pilot hole, remove loose
particles by wiping with clean rag and apply grease. Check all battery terminals and remove any
excessive corrosion before you attach the battery cables. Ensure that vent caps are tight and
level. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect from any electrical surges. Connect the
negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Page Roadside Emergencies

Jump starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately
increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been
started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper
cables. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to
idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker
Towing It is recommended that the vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do
not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure.
On 4x2 vehicles, it is acceptable to tow the vehicle with the front wheels Ford Motor Company
produces a towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator
refer to this manual for proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Page Customer
Assistance A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a repair after taking your vehicle to
the authorized dealer. Repairs will be made using Ford or Motorcraft parts, or remanufactured
or other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. Page If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. If the
authorized dealer employees cannot help you, they can direct you to the nearest Ford affiliate
office. If you buy your vehicle in North America and then relocate outside of the U. Page
Reporting Safety Defects U. The high-pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause
damage. These products are available from your authorized dealer. Page Cleaning available
from your authorized dealer. This washer fluid contains special solution in addition to alcohol
which helps to remove the hot wax deposited on the wiper blade and windshield from
automated car wash facilities. Be sure to replace wiper blades when they appear worn or do not
function properly. Page Cleaning 5. Following this, wipe area dry with a clean, white, cotton
cloth. Regular cleaning and conditioning will maintain the appearance of the leather. Page The
high-pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause damage. These quality products
have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; If your vehicle requires
professional service, your authorized dealer can provide the necessary parts and service. Inside
the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under the bottom left corner of the instrument
panel. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch located below the passenger
side of the grille, next to the headlamp. Windshield washer fluid reservoir 2. Battery 3. Page
Maintenance and Specifications 6. Automatic transmission fluid dipstick 4. Engine oil filler cap
5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Power steering fluid reservoir 7. Brake fluid reservoir 8. Engine coolant
reservoir 9. Page In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Only use a washer
fluid that meets Ford specifications. Do not use any special washer fluid such as windshield
water repellent type fluid or bug wash. They may cause squeaking, chatter noise, streaking and
smearing. Page Engine Oil Maintenance and Specifications To prolong the life of the wiper
blades, it is highly recommended to scrape off the ice on the windshield before turning on the
wipers. The layer of ice has many sharp edges and can damage the micro edge of the wiper
rubber element. Some oil must be removed from the engine by a service technician. Be sure to
disconnect cables from all batteries when disconnecting power. Failure to do so may cause
serious personal injury or property damage. Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with your
hands on opposite corners. Follow your local authorized standards for disposal. Call your local
authorized recycling center to find out more about recycling automotive batteries. Page
Maintenance and Specifications When the engine is cold, check the level of the engine coolant
in the reservoir. Page Maintenance and Specifications and virgin coolant together in the vehicle.
The use of an improper coolant may harm engine and cooling system components and may
void the warranty. Refer to Maintenance product specifications and capacities in this chapter.
Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled
engine coolant since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Used engine
coolant should be disposed of in an appropriate manner. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Fill your engine coolant reservoir as outlined in Adding engine coolant in this section. Refer to
scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for changing the fuel filter.
Replace the fuel filter with an authorized Motorcraft part. The customer warranty may be void for
any damage to the fuel system if an authorized Motorcraft fuel filter is not used. Fuel such as
gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. Page The vehicle
warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford
or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a
hissing sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Running out of
fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain
components. On restarting, cranking time will take a few seconds longer than normal. Page If
other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or
for service of components affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent
to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in performance and durability. The emission system

heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Illumination of the
service engine soon indicator, charging system warning light or the temperature warning light,
fluid leaks, strange odors, smoke or loss of engine power could indicate that the emission
control Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. The fuel cap may not have been securely
tightened. See Fuel filler cap in this chapter. Driving through deep waterâ€”the electrical system
may be wet. These temporary malfunctions can be corrected by filling the fuel tank with good
quality fuel, properly tightening the fuel cap or letting the electrical system dry out. A complete
check may take several days. Page Maintenance and Specifications 7. If the fluid is low, add
fluid in small amounts, continuously checking the level until it is between the MIN and MAX
range. Refer to Maintenance products specifications and capacities in this chapter for the
proper fluid type. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Page If the fluid level drops, refill
the fluid level to the step in the reservoir. Use only a DOT 3 brake fluid designed to meet Ford
specifications. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Park the vehicle on a level surface and
engage the parking brake. With the parking brake engaged and your foot on the brake pedal,
start the engine and move the gearshift lever through all of the gear ranges. Page Maintenance
and Specifications High fluid level Fluid levels above the safe range may result in transmission
failure. High fluid levels can be caused by an overheating condition. Adjusting automatic
transmission fluid levels Before adding any fluid, make sure the correct type is used. Page 5.
Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications. Refer to
Maintenance Product Specifications and Capacities in this chapter. Refer to the Maintenance
product specifications and capacities section in this chapter. Page Maintenance and
Specifications The following procedure is for vehicles equipped with a gasoline engine. If your
vehicle is equipped with a diesel engine, refer to the 6. Note: Do not start your engine with the
air cleaner removed and do not remove it while the engine is running. Page Part Numbers
Replace the spark plugs with ones that meet Ford material and design specifications for your
vehicle, such as Motorcraft or equivalent replacement parts. The customer warranty may be
void for any damage to the engine if such spark plugs are not used. Page Maintenance and
Specifications Vehicle identification number VIN The vehicle identification number is located on
the driver side instrument panel. The following table tells you which transmission each code
represents. These quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your
automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic
appearance of your vehicle. With Ford ESP, you minimize your risk for unexpected repair bills
and rising repair costs. Page Engine Page Index refill capacities Page Index Instrument panel
childproof Page Index Power adjustable foot pedals Page Index tilting This manual is also
suitable for: f f f Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Table Of Contents.
Quick Links. See also: Shop Manual , User Manual. Table of Contents. Instrument Cluster.
Warning Lights And Chimes. Entertainment Systems. Auxiliary Input Jack. Navigation System.
Family Entertainment System. Climate Controls. Turn Signal Control. Bulb Replacement. Driver
Controls. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Power Windows. Speed Control. Upfitter Controls.
Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Previous Page. Next Page. Ford F Owner's Manual pages. Ford
may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction
â€” Special handling may apply for service or vehicle end of life disposal. See www. Please take
the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know
and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from
driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained in comments highlighted by
the warning triangle symbol. These comments should be read and observed. Some vehicles are
equipped with Powertrain Control Systems that can detect and store information about vehicle
modifications that increase horsepower and torque output; Page 8 Snowplowing in the Driving
chapter. Using your vehicle as an ambulance If your light truck is equipped with the Ford
Ambulance Preparation Package, it may be utilized as an ambulance. In addition, ambulance
usage without the preparation package could cause high underbody temperatures. Page 10
Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights will
illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure the bulbs work. Page 14 Instrument Cluster
Under engine misfire conditions, excessive exhaust temperatures could damage the catalytic
converter, the fuel system, interior floor coverings or other vehicle components, possibly
causing a fire. Page 15 Instrument Cluster Safety belt: Reminds you to fasten your safety belt. A
Belt-Minder chime will also sound to remind you to fasten your safety belt. Engine oil pressure:
Illuminates when the oil pressure falls below the normal range. Page 16 Instrument Cluster If the
light remains on, have the system serviced immediately by your authorized dealer. Continued
driving with this light on may cause the Service engine soon warning light to come on. Page 17
Instrument Cluster Four wheel drive low if equipped : Illuminates when four-wheel drive low is

engaged. Speed control if equipped : Illuminates when the speed control is activated. If it enters
the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch
off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 21 Instrument Cluster Standard instrument cluster
Harley-Davidson instrument cluster Engine oil pressure gauge: Indicates engine oil pressure. If
the needle falls below the normal range, stop the vehicle, turn off the engine and check the
engine oil level. Page 22 Instrument Cluster Battery voltage gauge manual transmission only :
Indicates the battery voltage when the ignition is in the RUN position. Transmission fluid
temperature gauge automatic transmission only : If the gauge is in the: Normal area normal - the
Ford strongly recommends that drivers use extreme caution when using any device that may
take their focus off the road. The drivers primary responsibility is the safe operation of their
vehicle. Page 24 Entertainment Systems 2. SEEK to adjust between the left and right speakers.
Page 25 if equipped Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and
injury. When the chosen song is playing on any satellite radio channel, the system will alert you
with an audible prompt. When the six strongest stations are filled, the station stored in preset 1
will begin playing. Page 30 Entertainment Systems 7. If you wish to engage shuffle mode right
away, press SEEK to begin random play. Otherwise, random play will begin when the current
track is finished playing. Page 32 if equipped Driving while distracted can result in loss of
vehicle control, accident and injury. Check with your authorized dealer for availability. Page 35
Entertainment Systems When the six strongest stations are filled, the station stored in preset 1
will begin playing. If there are less than six strong stations, the system will store the last one in
the remaining presets. Page 36 Entertainment Systems The default setting is off; increasing
your vehicle speed will not change the volume level. Adjust 1â€”7: Increasing this setting from 1
lowest setting to 7 highest setting allows the radio volume to automatically change slightly with
vehicle speed to compensate for road and wind noise. Recommended level is1â€”3; Page 38
Entertainment Systems You may store up to six stations in each frequency band for a total of
Page 39 Entertainment Systems The Auxiliary Input Jack, located on the instrument panel below
the power point, provides a way to connect your portable music player to the in-vehicle audio
system. Page 41 Entertainment Systems Troubleshooting: 1. Do not connect the audio input
jack to a line level output. Line level outputs are intended for connection to a home stereo and
are not compatible with the AIJ. The AIJ will only work correctly with devices that have a
headphone output with a volume control. Page 42 CD units are designed to only play
commercially manufactured, round 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain homemade
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Do not use any
irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached. Page 43 Entertainment
Systems CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player
as the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. It is recommended that homemade
CDs be identified with permanent felt tip marker rather than adhesive labels. While various.
Page 45 Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to change, rearrange, add or delete
programming including canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any
time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such
programming changes. The system is working properly. Press the power button to turn the
system off. The indicator light will turn off indicating the system is off. Note: The audio from the
DVD system will play over all vehicle speakers and can be adjusted by the radio volume control.
Page 50 Entertainment Systems 2. It will load and automatically begin to play. Page 51
Entertainment Systems from the auxiliary source, the screen will remain black. To listen to
audio over the headphones Dual play mode : 1. Page 52 Entertainment Systems 2. Adjust the
volume levels using the volume controls on the DVD system. A display will appear at the bottom
of the screen indicating the brightness level. Page 54 Entertainment Systems 9. LCD screen:
The eight inch diagonal screen rotates down to view and up into housing to store when not in
use. Ensure that the screen is latched into the housing when being stored. Volume: When in
Single Play, press to increase or decrease the volume over all speakers. Page 55 Entertainment
Systems When not in a menu, and in DVD mode, press to adjust the brightness. A display bar
will appear at the bottom of the screen indicating the brightness levels. Page 56 Entertainment
Systems 3. Page 57 Entertainment Systems Press and release for the previous chapter. Press
PLAY to resume normal playback speed and volume. Page 58 Entertainment Systems Remove
the screw and unlatch the battery cover to access the batteries. The remote control unit uses
two AAA batteries which are supplied with the unit. Headphones Wireless headphones The
driver should never use the headphones while driving the vehicle. Page 59 Entertainment
Systems To install the batteries, remove the screw at the bottom of the cover. Then, lightly
press down on top and slide the cover off. When replacing the batteries, use two new batteries
alkaline recommended and install them with the correct orientation as indicated in the battery
housing. A red indicator light will illuminate indicating the headphones are ON. Page 61

Entertainment Systems Wired headphones Do not leave children unattended in the vehicle and
do not let children operate the system while unsupervised. If wired headphones or auxiliary
systems are used, children may become entangled in the cords and seriously injure
themselves. The driver should never use the headphones while driving the vehicle. Page 62
Entertainment Systems Single Play: Single play consists of all occupants in the vehicle
listening to the same playing media over the front and rear speakers. The system default is
Angle 1. The system default is English. The system default is OFF. This is disc dependent.
Press again to stop. Page 67 DVD only. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and
re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD and DVD players.
Please contact your authorized dealer for further information. Playing a DVD 1. Page 69
Entertainment Systems Frame by frame 1. With a DVD playing, press pause. Press the right
cursor button. The DVD will advance one frame. Each press of the right cursor button will
advance the DVD video by one frame. Status messages will appear in the radio display showing
the DVD status. In Single Play mode, all speakers listen to the same media. In Dual Play mode,
rear seat passengers can use the infrared wireless, or wired not included headphones to listen
to a different playing media than the front seat passengers. Page 72 Safety information Driving
while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. It will not be capable of
providing audio to the speakers. Fan speed adjustment: Controls the volume of air circulated in
the vehicle. Temperature selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Air
flow selections: Controls the direction of the airflow in the vehicle. Page Manual Heating And Air
Conditioning Climate Controls To increase airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close the
vents located in the middle of the instrument panel. Do not place objects on top of the
instrument panel as these objects may become projectiles in a collision or sudden stop. Page
78 Climate Controls 1. See the following for a brief description on each control. Recirculated air
may reduce the amount of time to cool down the interior of the vehicle and may also help
reduce undesired odors from reaching the interior of the vehicle. Recirculation can be engaged
manually in any other airflow selection except defrost. Select 2. Adjust the temperature control
to maintain comfort. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Direct the outer instrument panel
vents towards the side windows. To increase airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close
the vents located in the middle of the instrument panel. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument
panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on. Autolamp control if
equipped The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off control of the exterior
lights normally controlled by the headlamp control. Always remember to turn on your
headlamps at dusk or during inclement weather. Move the control to the full upright position,
past detent, to turn on the interior lamps. Page 88 Lights To adjust the headlamps: 1. Park your
vehicle on a level surface about 25 feet 7. Check your headlamp alignment at night or in a dark
area so that you can see the headlamp beam pattern. Page 89 Lights 5. Locate the vertical
adjuster 2 for each headlamp. Adjust the aim by turning the adjuster control either clockwise to
adjust up or counterclockwise to adjust down. In addition to the horizontal line marked in step
2, a pair of vertical lines 5 must be marked at the center line of the headlamps on the wall or
screen. Measure the height from the center of your headlamp indicated by a 3. Page 93 Lights 5.
Remove the bulb assembly by turning it counterclockwise and pulling it straight out. Grasp the
bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the
bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Page 94 Lights 4. Pull the old bulb out
from the socket. Install the new bulb s in reverse order. Replacing headlamp bulbs sealed beam
1. Page 95 Lights 2. Pull the assembly straight out disengaging snap clip. Top view of assembly
shown. Page 96 Lights 3. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remove from lamp
assembly. Pull the bulb straight out of the socket. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the off
position. Page 97 Lights Front clearance and identification lamp bulbs 1. Remove the screw and
lens from the lamp assembly. Install the bulb s in reverse order. Replacing foglamp bulbs if
equipped 1. Pull and hold the steering wheel release control toward you. Move the steering up
or down until you find the desired location. Release the steering wheel release control. This will
lock the steering wheel in position. If your vehicle is equipped with a moon roof, refer to
One-touch moonroof later in this chapter for information on its operation. Page Driver Controls
The auxiliary power point is located on the instrument panel. On SuperCab and Crew Cab
models, another power point is located on the rear of the center console if equipped. Do not use
the power point for operating the cigarette lighter element if equipped. They may seriously
injure themselves. If your vehicle is equipped with a power rear slide window, the switch is
located on the instrument panel behind the right-hand side of the steering wheel. Page Driver
Controls Automatic dimming inside rear view mirror if equipped Your vehicle may be equipped
with an inside rear view mirror which has an auto-dimming function. Page Driver Controls
Heated outside mirrors if equipped The main mirror glass is heated to remove ice, mist and fog.

To activate the heated mirrors, press the heated mirror control located on the climate control
panel. The heated mirrors will operate for 10 minutes, then automatically shut off or shut off
when the engine is turned off. If a mirror is folded manually forward to position 3, you must
manually fold it back to position 1 or 2 in order for the powerfold function to continue
functioning. Page Driver Controls Mirror mounted side turn signal indicator if equipped When
the vehicle turn signals are activated, the outer portion of the mirror housing will blink amber.
The turn signal feature can be seen by other drivers who may approach from the rear of the
vehicle. Page Speed Control Driver Controls Never adjust the accelerator and brake pedal with
feet on the pedals while the vehicle is moving. Page These controls allow you to operate some
radio and climate control features. Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control,
accident and injury. These switches will only operate while the ignition is in the 3 ON position,
whether the engine is running or not. Page Moon Roof Brown More detailed information about
the Upfitter switches can be found in the Upfitter Switches bulletin found at www. Press and
hold the control again until the glass stops moving the moon roof does not go to the comfort
position. Page Driver Controls model manufactured before April 1, A garage door which cannot
detect an object, signaling the door to stop and reverse, does not meet current U. For more
information, contact HomeLink at: www. Retain the original transmitter for use in other vehicles
as well as for future programming procedures i. Page Driver Controls 6 to complete
programming of a rolling code equipped device most commonly a garage door opener.
Activation will now occur for the trained product garage door, gate operator, security system,
entry door lock, or home or office lighting etc. Page Driver Controls 5. In the event of a multiple
warning situation, the message center will cycle the display to show all warnings by displaying
each one for 4 seconds. Warning can Tire Monitor Fault if reappear if the condition is still
equipped present. Warning will reappear on the next ignition key-cycle if the condition Tire
Sensor Fault if equipped still exists. Displayed when the engine control module detects the
Diesel particulate filter DPF is full of particulates and that the vehicle is not being operated in a
manner to allow automatic cleaning. You may select display features on the message center for
a display of status. Page Driver Controls Autolamp timer presets This feature keeps your
headlights on for up to three minutes after the ignition is switched off. Determine your magnetic
zone by referring to the zone map. Turn ignition to the RUN position. Start the engine. Page
Driver Controls 9. The compass is now calibrated. Language 1. Page Driver Controls This acts
as a reminder that these warning conditions still exist within the vehicle. Warning display Status
Park brake engaged Warning returns after 10 minutes if condition still exists. Displayed when
the rear left door is not completely closed. Displayed when the rear right door is not completely
closed. Displayed as an early reminder of a low fuel condition. Displayed when the water
separator has reached a predetermined capacity and needs to be drained. Refer to your 6. Page
Driver Controls 1. Before removal of the tailgate, locate and disconnect the electrical connector
under the pick-up box on the right-hand side of the vehicle near the spare tire. Install the
protective cap tethered to the wiring harness under the vehicle on the RCS connector. Page
Driver Controls 3. Rotate the center molding to unlatch the tailgate. Flip open the panel to widen
the step. Pull the locking pin toward the center of the vehicle. Rotate the storage hinge rearward
to unlatch the panels. Rotate the panels toward the tailgate. Repeat Steps 1â€”3 for the other
side of the bed extender. Connect the two panels, then rotate both knobs a quarter-turn
clockwise to secure the panels. Ensure the latch rod is inserted into the tailgate hole and the
locking pins on both sides are engaged into their holes in the pick-up box. Page Driver Controls
To open the bed extender into Grocery Mode, follow Steps 1â€”5 by rotating the panels away
from the tailgate. You should always carry a second key with you in a safe place in case you
require it in an emergency. Page Locks and Security 4. Press the power door unlock control on
the door panel three times. Turn the ignition back to the 3 ON position. The horn will chirp one
time to confirm programming mode has been entered and is active. Close all the doors. Enter
factoryâ€”set 5â€”digit entry code. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1 This
device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. Page Locks and Security
One step door unlocking If the one step door unlocking feature is activated, press and release
once to unlock all of the doors. Note: The interior lamps will illuminate refer to the Illuminated
entry feature later in this section if the control on the overhead lamp is not set to the off
position. Page Locks and Security Activating the memory seat feature To activate this feature:
1. Position the seat, adjustable pedals and mirrors to the position desired. Within five seconds,
press one control on the remote transmitter and then press the 1 or 2 control on the
lower-center portion of the Page Locks and Security 2. Do not wipe off any grease on the battery
terminals on the back surface of the circuit board. Remove the old battery. Note: Please refer to
local regulations when disposing of transmitter batteries. Insert the new battery. Refer to the

diagram inside the remote entry transmitter for the correct orientation of the battery. Page
Locks and Security To reprogram the remote entry transmitters: 1. Ensure the vehicle is
electronically unlocked. Put the key in the ignition. Note: The eighth turn must end in the 3 ON
position. The dome lamp control if equipped must not be set to the off position for the
illuminated entry system to operate. Note: The factory-set code cannot be associated with a
memory setting. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of
security protection. Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase
gasoline or similar items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle
starting issues. Automatic disarming Switching the ignition to the 3 ON position with a coded
key disarms the vehicle. Page Locks and Security 1. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks
to reduce the risk of injury in a collision or sudden stop. The driver should never adjust the
head restraint while the vehicle is in motion. Ensure the seat is relatched into place. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Lift up armrest to return it to a center seatback. Make sure that
the seat is relatched into place. The control is located on the outboard side of the seat cushion.
Press front to raise or lower the front portion of the seat cushion. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Using the manual lumbar support The lumbar support control is located on the
outboard side of the seat Turn the lumbar support clockwise for more support. Turn the lumbar
support counterclockwise for less support. Heated seats if equipped The heated seat control is
located on the climate control panel. The memory seat control is located on the driver door.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints To fold the seatback down, pull down the latch lever located
on the bottom seat back to fold the seat back forward. To flip the seat cushion up, pull up on the
lever located on the side of the seat cushion to rotate the cushion up until it locks into a vertical
storage position, gaining Page Safety Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints To gain access
to the cupholders and tray, pull down on the armrest. Pull up on the straps located at the sides
of the load floor, and rotate forward until resting on the carpet. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside or outside of a vehicle. In a
collision, people riding in these areas are more likely to be seriously injured or killed. Do not
allow people to ride in any area of your vehicle that is not equipped with seats and safety belts.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Combination lap and shoulder belts 1. Insert the belt tongue
into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from until you
hear a snap and feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the buckle. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints This mode should be used any time a child safety seat is installed
except a booster in a front or rear outboard passenger seating position if equipped. Children 12
years old and under should be properly restrained in the rear seat whenever possible. Failure to
replace the belt and retractor assembly could increase the risk of injury in collisions. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Position the safety belt height adjusters so that the belt rests
across the middle of your shoulder. Failure to adjust the safety belt properly could reduce the
effectiveness of the seat belt and increase the risk of injury in a collision. To adjust the shoulder
belt height, push the button and slide the height adjuster up or down. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 2. Insert the belt into the clip on the back panel. Protect the stowed belt if you carry
cargo this may damage or soil the belt. If the belt has been disconnected to carry large objects
behind the seat, reconnect it as follows: 1. Page Seating and Safety Restraints longer. Before
you can reach and latch a combination lap and shoulder belt having a cinch tongue into the
buckle, you may have to lengthen the lap belt portion of it. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Lap belts Adjusting the lap belt The lap belt should fit snugly and as low as possible around the
hips, not across the waist. Insert the tongue into the correct buckle the buckle closest to the
direction the tongue is coming Page Seating and Safety Restraints The following are reasons
most often given for not wearing safety belts All statistics based on U. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Reasons given Frontal airbags are not designed to inflate in rear and side crashes or
rollovers. People who are ejected are 40 times more likely to DIE. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints While the design allows you to deactivate your Belt-Minder , this system is designed
to improve your chances of being safely belted and surviving an accident. We recommend you
leave the Belt-Minder system activated for yourself and others who may use the vehicle. Page if
equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether
anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company
recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be
replaced. Page Additional equipment such as snowplow equipment may effect the performance
of the airbag sensors increasing the risk of injury. Please refer to the Ford Truck Body Builders
Layout Book for instructions about the appropriate installation of additional equipment.
Children and airbags For additional important safety information, read all information on safety
restraints in this guide. Page Seating and Safety Restraints An infant in a rear-facing seat faces
a high risk of serious or fatal injuries from a deploying passenger airbag. Rear facing infant

seats should NEVER be placed in the front seats, unless the passenger airbag is turned off.
How does the airbag supplemental restraint system work? The airbag SRS is designed to
activate when the vehicle sustains Page Seating and Safety Restraints restrained or are
otherwise out of position at the time of airbag deployment. Thus, it is extremely important that
occupants be properly restrained as far away from the airbag module as possible while
maintaining vehicle control. Several air bag system components get hot after inflation. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Disposal of airbags and airbag equipped vehicles See your local
authorized dealer. Before driving, always look at the face of the switch to be sure the switch is
in the proper position in Page Seating and Safety Restraints If your vehicle has rear seats,
always transport children who are 12 and younger in the rear seat. Always use safety belts and
child restraints properly. Medical condition. Page To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder
belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use
of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They
lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably.
Generally this is when they weigh about 80 lb. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Follow all
instructions provided by the manufacturer of the booster seat. Never use pillows, books, or
towels to boost a child. Page 80 pounds 36 kg using an upper torso harness and a
belt-positioning booster. Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether
strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating position with a tether anchor. Pull down on the
shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 5. To put the retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of
the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is extracted and a click is heard. Allow the belt to
retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Attaching child safety seats with tether straps Most new
forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which goes over the back of the seat and
hooks to an anchoring point. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety
seats. Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap.
Position the child safety seat on the seat cushion. Route the child safety seat tether strap over
the back of the seat. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seating position. Refer to the
Installing child safety seats with combination lap and shoulder belts section of this chapter for
further instructions to secure the child safety seat. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Many
tether straps cannot be tightened if the tether strap is hooked to the loop directly behind the
child seat. To provide a tight tether strap: 1. Route the tether strap through the loop directly
behind the child seat. Utility vehicles and trucks are not designed for cornering at speeds as
high as passenger cars any more than low-slung sports cars are designed Page Tires, Wheels
and Loading Power is supplied to all four wheels through a transfer case or power transfer unit.
You should become thoroughly familiar with this information before you operate your vehicle.
Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires
Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the
government has written it. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Treadwear The treadwear grade is a
comparative rating based on the wear rate of the tire when tested under controlled conditions
on a specified government test course. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading TIRES Tires are
designed to give many thousands of miles of service, but they must be maintained in order to
get the maximum benefit from them. Page Tire Inflation if equipped , at least monthly and before
long trips. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service
station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire
pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. The cold inflation pressure should
never be set lower than the recommended pressure on the Safety Compliance Certification
Label or Tire Label. When weather temperature changes occur, tire inflation pressures also
change. As such, they cannot be treated like normal light truck tires. Tire service, including
adjusting the air pressure, must be performed by personnel trained, supervised and equipped
according to Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA regulations. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading Stay out of the trajectory 1 as indicated in the illustration. TIRE
CARE Inspecting your tires Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and
remove objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Page
such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided
by Ford. Page The tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels if equipped are not designed to
be used in aftermarket wheels. The use of wheels or tires not recommended by Ford Motor
Company may affect the operation of your Tire Pressure Monitoring System if equipped. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading Tire rotation Rotating your tires at the recommended interval as
indicated in the scheduled maintenance information that comes with your vehicle will help your
tires wear more evenly, providing better tire performance and longer tire life. We do not

recommend splitting up the dual rear wheels. This information identifies and describes the
fundamental characteristics of the tire and also provides a U. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 7.
The speed rating denotes the speed at which a tire is designed to be driven for extended
periods of time under a standard condition of load and inflation pressure. The tires on your
vehicle may operate at different conditions for load and inflation pressure. Page Tires, Wheels
and Loading Tire Ply Composition and Material Used: Indicates the number of plies or the
number of layers of rubber-coated fabric in the tire tread and sidewall. Tire manufacturers also
must indicate the ply materials in the tire and the sidewall, which include steel, nylon, polyester,
and others. Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type of tire. Note: The temporary tire
size for your vehicle may be different from this example. If your vehicle has tires of a different
size than the size indicated on the vehicle placard or tire inflation pressure label, you should
determine the proper tire inflation pressure for those tires. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading
When you believe your system is not operating properly The main function of the Tire Pressure
Monitoring System is to warn you when your tires need air. It can also warn you in the event the
system is no longer capable of functioning as intended. Repair the damaged road wheel and
re-mount it on the vehicle to restore system functionality. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading
TPMS reset procedure if applicable This procedure is only required after tire rotation on
vehicles with different front and rear tire pressures. Page To reduce the chances of interference
from another vehicle, TPMS reset should be performed at least three feet one meter away from
another Ford Motor Company vehicle undergoing the TPMS reset procedure at the same time.
Do not wait more than two 2 minutes between resetting each tire sensor or the system will
timeout and the entire procedure will have to be repeated on all four wheels. Page Tires, Wheels
and Loading 3. Press and hold the brake pedal for two 2 seconds, then release. Page Tires,
Wheels and Loading 1. Left front tire: Place the TPMS reset tool against the left front tire where
the tire meets the rim, opposite from the valve stem 1 as shown. This is where the sensor is
located inside the rim. The tool needs to be held against the tire sidewall opposite the valve
stem as illustrated with the arrow on the tool pointing towards the rim; Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading Rotation, pressure adjustment and TPMS reset example The following example
describes all the major steps involved in rotating tires on a vehicle with different front and rear
tire pressures. It illustrates that the TPMS reset procedure needs to follow tire rotation and
pressure adjustment to avoid a possible false low tire warning. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading
Rotation, pressure adjustment and successful completion of the TPMS reset procedure Sensor
1: 80 psi Sensor 2: 80 psi Sensor 3: 50 psi Sensor 4: 50 psi Tire rotation and air pressure
adjustment followed by sensor resetting will ensure the system is properly programmed for
vehicles with different front and rear tire pressures and reduce the risk of a false low tire
warning. Properly loading your vehicle will provide maximum return of vehicle design
performance. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading The appropriate loading capacity of your vehicle
can be limited either by volume capacity how much space is available or by payload capacity
how much weight the vehicle should carry. Once you have reached the maximum payload of
your vehicle, do not add more cargo, even if there is space available. When towing, trailer
tongue load or king pin weight is also part of cargo weight. GVWR Gross Vehicle Weight Rating
â€” is the maximum allowable weight of the fully loaded vehicle including all options,
equipment, passengers and cargo. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading passengers â€” that the
vehicle can handle without risking damage. Separate functional brakes should be used for safe
control of towed vehicles and for trailers where the GCW of the towing vehicle plus the trailer
exceed the GVWR of the towing vehicle. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 4. The resulting figure
equals the available amount of cargo and luggage load capacity. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading The weight of all additional cargo and passengers must be subtracted from the
maximum trailer weight calculated above. The draw bar supports all the vertical tongue load of
the trailer. After proper adjustment, the rear bumper should be no higher than in Step 2. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading The Ford TBC has only been verified to be compatible with trailers
having electric-actuated drum brakes one to four axles and not hydraulic surge or
electric-over-hydraulic types. It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure that the trailer
brakes are adjusted appropriately, functioning normally and all electric connections are
properly made. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 5. If the manual control is activated while the
brake is also applied, the greater of the two inputs determines the power sent to the trailer
brakes. Page Note: Your TBC can be diagnosed by your authorized dealer to determine exactly
which trailer fault has occurred; however, if the fault is with the trailer this diagnosis is not
covered under your Ford warranty. Ford is not responsible for warranty or performance of the
TBC due to misuse or customer installation. The speed control may shut off automatically when
you are towing on long, steep grades. Refer to Maintenance Product Specifications and
Capacities in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter for the proper axle lubricant. ACC,

allows the electrical accessories such as the radio to operate while the engine is not running.
Page Driving If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect your
vehicle immediately. Do not drive if you smell exhaust fumes. Important safety precautions
When the engine starts, the idle RPM runs faster to warm the engine. If the engine idle speed
does not slow down automatically, have the vehicle checked. Page Driving If starting a vehicle
with a manual transmission: 1. Make sure the parking brake is set. Push the clutch pedal to the
floor. Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the
Instrument Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. Page Driving
Note: If the engine does not start on the first try, turn the key to OFF, wait 10 seconds and try
again. If the engine still fails to start, press the accelerator to the floor and try again; this will
allow the engine to crank with the fuel shut off in case the engine is flooded with fuel. Use only
an extension cord that can be used outdoors, in cold temperatures, and is clearly marked
Suitable for Use with Outdoor Appliances. To clean them, use a dry cloth. Depending on the
type of factory installed equipment, your engine block heater system may consume anywhere
between watts or watts of energy per hour. If the light does not illuminate during start up,
remains on or flashes, the ABS may be disabled and may need to be serviced. Even when the
ABS is disabled, normal braking is still effective. Page Traction Control Driving Pull the release
lever to release the parking brake. To prevent the pedal from releasing too quickly, place your
left foot on the parking brake pedal, then pull the release lever, making sure the pedal fully
releases. You may want to pull the release lever again to make sure the parking brake is fully
released. Page Driving into four-wheel drive mode if equipped , the traction control system will
be automatically disabled. Traction control operation will resume when the vehicle is placed
back into two-wheel drive mode. Aggressive driving in any road conditions can cause you to
lose control of your vehicle increasing the risk of severe personal injury or property damage. If
the power steering system breaks down or if the engine is turned off , you can steer the vehicle
manually, but it takes more effort. Page Transmission Operation Driving Vehicles with a higher
center of gravity such as utility vehicles and trucks handle differently than vehicles with a lower
center of gravity. Utility vehicles and trucks are not designed for cornering at speeds as high as
passenger cars any more than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily
under off-road conditions. Page Driving 2. Apply the brake. Use a tool or a small screwdriver to
pry out the access cover. Insert the tool into the access hole and slide the white override button
towards the left. Move the gear shift lever into N Neutral while holding the white override disc
towards the left. Page Driving Understanding the shift positions of the 5â€”speed automatic
transmission This vehicle is equipped with an adaptive Transmission Shift Strategy. Adaptive
Shift Strategy offers the optimal transmission operation and shift quality. Hold the brake pedal
down while in this position. Page Driving 3 Third Transmission starts and operates in third gear
only. Used for improved traction on slippery roads. Selecting 3 Third provides engine braking.
Page Driving To start the vehicle: 1. Make sure the parking brake is fully set. Press the clutch
pedal to the floor, then put the gearshift lever in the neutral position. Press the brake pedal and
move the gearshift lever to the desired gear; Page Driving The RSS detects obstacles up to 6
feet 2 meters from the rear bumper with a decreased coverage area at the outer corners of the
bumper, refer to the figures for approximate zone coverage areas. As you move closer to the
obstacle, the rate of the tone increases. Page Driving Objects in the red zone are closest to your
vehicle and objects in the green zone are further away. Objects are getting closer to your
vehicle as they move from the green zone to the yellow or red zones. Use the side mirrors and
rear view mirror to get better coverage on both sides and rear of the vehicle. Page Driving
Nighttime and dark area use At night time or in dark areas, the reverse camera system relies on
the reverse lamp lighting to produce an image. Therefore it is necessary that both reverse lamps
are operating in order to get a clear image in the dark. Page Driving 4H 4x4 High â€” For winter
and off-road conditions. Sends power to front and rear wheels. This mode is not intended for
use on dry pavement. N Neutral â€” Only used when towing the vehicle. Place the gearshift
lever in N Neutral. If the vehicle is equipped with a manual transmission, also depress the clutch
pedal. Page Driving This position should only be used when towing the vehicle. Do not leave the
vehicle unattended with the transfer case in the N Neutral position. Always set the parking brake
fully and turn off the ignition when leaving the vehicle. Disengagement of the transfer case and
front hubs may be delayed due to torque bind which is caused by driving on dry hard surfaces
or performing tight turns while using the 4x4 system. Page Driving 3. Hold the shift conditions
until the 4x4 LOW indicator light shuts off. Doing so will produce excessive noise, increase tire
wear and may damage drive components. Page Driving Do not rock the vehicle for more than a
few minutes or damage to the transmission and tires may occur or the engine may overheat.
The tires may fail and injure a passenger or bystander. Page Driving transmission is in P Park or
the manual transmission is in gear. Always set the parking brake fully and make sure the

gearshift is latched in P Park. Page Ford Motor Company joins the U. Page Driving Driving on
hilly or sloping terrain Although natural obstacles may make it necessary to travel diagonally up
or down a hill or steep incline, you should always try to drive straight up or straight down.
Avoid driving crosswise or turning on steep slopes or hills. Page Ford Motor Company
recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as
ladder racks or pickup box cover. Installing the snowplow Weight limits and guidelines for
selecting and installing the snowplow can be found in the Ford Truck Body Builders Layout
Book, Snowplow section, found at www. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the
air bag supplemental restraint system SRS or its fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury
dealer. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Assistance, call
Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call If you need to arrange roadside
assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount for towing to
the nearest dealership within 35 miles. To obtain reimbursement information, U. The hazard
flashers will operate when the ignition is in any position or if the key is not in the ignition. Push
in the flasher control and all front and rear direction signals will flash. To reset the switch: 1.
Turn the ignition off. Check the fuel system for leaks. If no leaks are apparent, reset the switch
by pushing in on the reset button. Page Roadside Emergencies To remove the fuse panel cover,
pull the panel toward you. When the clips of the panel disengage, let the panel fall easily. To
remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Always disconnect the
battery before servicing high current fuses. Page Roadside Emergencies The fuses are coded
as follows. To reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the Power Distribution
Box before reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. Page Ford. If the dissimilar
spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page Tire Information
Roadside Emergencies 3. Page Roadside Emergencies Location of the spare tire and tools If
your vehicle is equipped with a spare tire, jack and associated tools, refer to the following table
for their locations: Tool Location Spare tire pick-up trucks only Under the vehicle, just forward
of the rear bumper Jack Regular cab and Crew Cab Attach the spare tire lock key A to the jack
handle B. Fully insert the jack handle with one extension through the bumper hole and into the
guide tube. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn
counterclockwise but do not remove them until the wheel is raised off the ground. When one of
the rear wheels is off the ground, the transmission alone will not prevent the vehicle from
moving or slipping off the jack, even if the transmission is in P Park automatic transmission or
R Reverse manual transmission. Page Roadside Emergencies Never use the front or rear
differential as a jacking point. To lessen the risk of personal injury, do not put any part of your
body under the vehicle while changing a tire. Do not start the engine when your vehicle is on
the jack. Insert the jack handle into the pump linkage. Use an up-and-down motion with the jack
handle to raise the wheel completely off the ground. Hydraulic jacks are equipped Page
Roadside Emergencies Remove the lug nuts with the lug wrench. Replace the flat tire with the
spare tire, making sure the valve stem is facing outward on all front an inboard rear wheels. If
replacing the outboard wheel, the valve stem must be facing inward. Reinstall the lug nuts until
the wheel is snug against the hub. Page Roadside Emergencies 10â€”lug nut torque sequence
Stow the flat tire. Note: Do not stow the Harley-Davidson flat tire and wheel using the spare tire
winch mechanism; store the flat in the bed of the truck. This improper installation may appear
and sound correct, but will not keep the ornament on the vehicle. Ornaments improperly
installed in this manner will fall off or become loose with minimal force or impact. Use only Ford
recommended replacement fasteners. On all two-piece flat wheel nuts, apply one drop of motor
oil between the flat washer and the nut. Do not apply motor oil to the wheel nut threads or the
wheel stud threads. If there is visible corrosion in wheel pilot hole, remove loose particles by
wiping with clean rag and apply grease. Check all battery terminals and remove any excessive
corrosion before you attach the battery cables. Ensure that vent caps are tight and level. Turn
the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect from any electrical surges. Page Roadside
Emergencies 3. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery.
Page Roadside Emergencies Jump starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run
the engine at moderately increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the
disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before
disconnecting the jumper cables. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper
cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle
conditions. Page Wrecker Towing Note: It is recommended that the vehicle be towed with a
wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not
approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If the vehicle is towed by any other means or
incorrectly, vehicle damage may occur. Page If the vehicle is towed by other means or
incorrectly, vehicle damage may occur. Ford Motor Company produces a towing manual for all

authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this manual for proper
hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury
vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than
the authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page If you own a
Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more
help than the authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described above,
contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page
Customer Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. Page You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If the arbitrator has
decided in Page Customer Assistance If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended
Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this
information is subject to change, please ask your authorized dealer for complete details about
Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at www. Page
Reporting Safety Defects U. These products are available from your authorized dealer. Note:
Removal of deep scuffs and scratches should be performed by an authorized dealer or an
experienced repair facility. Page Your leather seating surfaces have a clear, protective coating
over the leather. Scratches Natural Markings - Because the leather in the seat comes from
genuine steer hides, there will be evidence of naturally occurring markings, such These quality
products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom
designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Each product is made from
high quality materials that meet or exceed rigid specifications. If your vehicle requires
professional service, your authorized dealer can provide the necessary parts and service. Page
Hood Maintenance and Specifications 2. Block the wheels. Set the parking brake, depress the
clutch and place the gearshift in N Neutral. Note: Do not start your engine with the air cleaner
removed and do not remove it while the engine is running. Windshield washer fluid reservoir 2.
Battery 3. Page Maintenance and Specifications 6. Transmission fluid dipstick automatic
transmission 4. Engine oil filler cap 5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Power steering fluid reservoir 7.
Brake fluid reservoir 8. Engine coolant reservoir 9. Page In very cold weather, do not fill the
reservoir completely. Do not use any special washer fluid such as windshield water
repellant-type fluid or bug wash as Page Engine Oil Maintenance and Specifications Note: Poor
wiper quality can be improved by cleaning the wiper blades and the windshield; refer to
Windows and wiper blades in the Cleaning chapter. Note: To prolong the life of the wiper
blades, it is highly recommended to scrape off the ice on the windshield before turning on the
wipers. Wipe the dipstick clean. Insert the dipstick fully, then remove it again. Page Change
your engine oil and filter according to the appropriate schedule listed in the scheduled
maintenance information. Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for
added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. For
longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry. Lift the battery with a
battery carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Engine Coolant Maintenance and
Specifications If the battery has been disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the
clock and the preset radio stations must be reset once the battery is reconnected. Follow your
local authorized standards for disposal. Page Do not put engine coolant in the windshield
washer fluid container. If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to
see through the windshield. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Page Recycled engine
coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in
vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and Specifications 5.
Re-start the engine and take your vehicle to a service facility. Driving the vehicle without
repairing the engine problem increases the chance of engine damage. Take your vehicle to a
service facility as soon as possible. Fuel such as gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can
cause death or permanent injury. Page The vehicle warranty may be void for any damage to the
fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. The
fuel system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing
sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page Ask your fuel
supplier about gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid
running out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain
components. On restarting, cranking time will take a few seconds longer than normal. Page
Maintenance and Specifications If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used
for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control, such
non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in performance and

durability. Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. The fuel cap may not have been securely
tightened. See Fuel filler cap in this chapter. Driving through deep water - the electrical system
may be wet. These temporary malfunctions can be corrected by filling the fuel tank with good
quality fuel, properly tightening the fuel cap or letting the electrical system dry out. Refer to the
scheduled maintenance information for the service interval schedules. Refer to Identifying
components in the engine compartment in the 6. Use only a DOT 3 brake fluid designed to meet
Ford specifications. Refer to Maintenance product specifications and capacities in this chapter.
Carefully read cautionary information on product label. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Automatic transmission fluid expands when warmed. To obtain an accurate fluid check, drive
the vehicle until it is at normal operating temperature approximately 20 miles [30 km]. If your
vehicle has been operated for an extended period at high speeds, in city traffic during hot
weather or pulling a trailer, the vehicle should be turned off for about 30 minutes to allow fluid
to cool before checking. High fluid level Fluid levels above the safe range may result in
transmission failure. Page 5. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets
Ford specifications. Refer to Maintenance Product Specifications and Capacities in this chapter.
Add only enough fluid through the filler opening so that the fluid level is at the bottom of the
opening. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Release three retainer clamps. Pull air filter
cover toward passenger side of vehicle and up to release the tabs. Lift air filter element up and
out of housing. The air filter box needs to be free of any debris before installing a new air filter.
Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for your
vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may be
void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. Page
Maintenance and Specifications 1. World manufacturer identifier 2. Brake type and gross vehicle
weight rating GVWR 3. Vehicle line, series, body type 4. Engine type 5. Check digit 6. Model year
7. Assembly plant 8. Contact your authorized dealer for details and a copy of the warranty. The
following is a list of several Genuine Ford Accessories available for your vehicle. Not all
accessories are available for all models. For a Page Index Index acid, treating emergencies..
Page Page Index Family entertainment system.. Page Index autolock Page Index Rear seat
entertainment SecuriLock passive anti-theft system This manual is also suitable for: F F F f f f
Show all f Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Read more and
download! For third generation, V8 Boss 6. F-Series is well-known for durable body style but
routine use affects on the performance and lifespan of engine parts. As a result, vehicle needs
proper maintenance, fixing of errors and change of damaged parts. Mechanics are hired to carry
on these jobs which mean to set aside hundreds of dollars each month for mechanical
expenses. To give some relief to our customers, we have designed exclusive repair manual for
third generation of F-series that covers model years from to This service manual is planned to
support individual users from start to successful completion of job. Whether you need some
information about servicing, tools required to change engine oil, tune-up system, ignition,
change of door lock system, maintenance of AC compressor or radiator, this factory manual will
never let you down. Our experienced, qualified and skilled technicians have worked on manuals
to make them error free source of guideline. One of the inspirational features of this guidebook
is use of PDF file type. As compared to other formats, it has capability to work properly on all
devices, systems and Windows. Users do not get worried after installing this manual because
this guidebook demands only Abode Reader. To support users, there are thousands of
well-designed wiring diagrams that give visual description of all tasks. Our representatives are
ready to assist you in case of any complexity. After completion of manual download , you can
get our help and share your experience at our website. Factory Manual The only service manual
that matter! August 28,

